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Hosting & Cloud Computing:
Comprehensive Hosting Services Project
It always pays to help those who are helping others. When our
not-for-profit client came to us in need of a high performance, low
cost network solution, we took them in. Armed with a powerful, yet
affordable, enterprise level of service, we empowered them so they
could do more good, more quickly. | Problem solved.

In operation for over 100 years, our client is a not-for-profit organization that provides high-quality care, treatment,
education, and supportive services for children and families to build and sustain strong and healthy communities.
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Our client was facing multiple challenges:

consilium1 offered a new solution:

n An aging and unsupported IT

n Network hosting and support.

This alternative solution delivered for
our client in several ways:

infrastructure.

n Excessive downtime and latency.

Long bouts of downtime for missioncritical applications severely hampered
vital processes and communications.
Delays were often felt hardest by
those in need.
n Escalating IT support costs.
n Due to limited infrastructure, staff,

and budget, the client was spending
a significant amount of time and
money on short term solutions.

Rather than invest in a complete,
on-site infrastructure replacement,
c1 offered the client an enterprise
level, hosted solution and support
team for an affordable monthly rate.
n Hosted, virtualized environment

offered stabilized service
and increased flexibility and
functionality. Deployed thin clients
throughout organization with access
to centralized network.

n Server, software and resource

consolidation. Centralized structure
streamlined operations to maximize
performance and productivity.

n Virtualized, thin client structure

increased efficiency and accessibility
while saving on licensing costs.

n Network downtime and latency

were eliminated and support staff
greatly reduced issue response and
resolution time.

n Standardized structure and applications

improved productivity and accessibility
for all on-site and remote users.

n Solid platform enabled

communications, management, and
planning. Users could collaborate
more easily and count on the network
to deliver important and timely
communications. Executive and IT
staff could plan more strategically and
leverage a solution that was easier to
manage, easier to maintain, and easier
to scale as their needs changed.
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For more information about c1, visit consilium1.com, call us 1-866-631-5494, or contact us at sales@consilium1.com.

